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dusk-to-dawn the low anthems of great grey owls

    Debbie Strange

to the last decimal place forsythia

    Angela Terry
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crown of thorns
the things we make 
with our hands

 Jessica Malone Latham

flesh wound
a few drops escape
from a stonegrey sky

 David J. Kelly

morning chill
does everything from the waist down
include socks?

 Susan Antolin

cold snap
a house wren lively
in the pitch pine

 Cherie Hunter Day
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a scarecrow in the line of Global Entry applicants
 
 Fay Aoyagi

what it takes
to be heard
thunder moon

 Beverly Acuff Momoi

Greek amphitheater
the myths
we tell ourselves

 Bruce Feingold

Martian lake
under the South Pole
what we hide

 Deborah P Kolodji
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daylight burns out
an old man’s bed
half empty
 
 Mark Levy

fallow fields a light dusting of snow geese

 Debbie Strange

where lost words go
rummaging in the shed
for the spare key

 James Chessing

deer at dusk
hiding
in our held breath

 Michele Root-Bernstein
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ice floe—
the expanding sea
of his deafness

 Christine Horner

icy morning
my shadow leaves space

for others

 Gary Hotham

the engine hood
warm to the touch
night stars

 David Grayson

laden branches
one crow drops
into flight

 Mark Hollingsworth
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winter rain
the library aroma
of homelessness

 J. Zimmerman

We buried him deep
in the Jersey fall, blue skies
holding barren limbs.

 Jerry Bolick

another year
the weight of my shadow
on new snow

 Joseph Robello

New Year’s Eve
balancing my chair
on its back legs

 Chuck Brickley
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cold rain
in the long-range forecast
a chance of spring

 Billie Wilson

Ancient forest
my guide
offers me a toothpick

 Garry Gay

camellias . . .
a bee follows my hand
twig to twig 
 
 Beverley George

Cinco de Mayo
a balloon floats over
the border wall

 Dyana Basist
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trampoline spring fever

 J Hahn Doleman

all options 
are on the table
cats in love
 
 Robert Gilliland

curve
of a fawn’s hooves
day moon

 Renée Owen

memorial grove
the crows
tell their own story

 Sarah Paris
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redwoods
liars and cowards
need not apply

 Cherie Hunter Day

ebbing wave
trying to catch
the bright bits

 Michael Sheffield

breakfast alone
I talk to myself
in my indoor voice 
 
 Stephen Colgan

spring melancholy
a square of faded paper
clings to the billboard

 Judith Morrison Schallberger
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finding
the long way home
wild strawberries

 Jeff Hoagland

fireflies
I decode a message
from the nether world

 Fay Aoyagi

a breeze through
the gingko tree—
butterflies

 Maxine Grodjinsky

dog days
barely a sigh
from the cottonwood

 Mike Stinson
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too hot to think . . .
the first blush
of a ripening persimmon
  
 Rich Krivcher

nearing the dam
lily pads the size
of beaver tails

 Tom Sacramona

migrating cranes
time out
for dancing in the meadow

 Elizabeth Howard

hay bale shadows
spill downhill
morning warmth

 Brad Bennett
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ball four
the catcher adjusts
his knee
 
 Bill Cooper

sixth birthday
the piñata
puts up a fight

     Stephen Colgan

against all odds are on the bugs
 
   Michele Root-Bernstein

salad days
the tomato plant leans
toward the pepper

  Lesley Anne Swanson
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day slips into the long night of wind

 Billie Wilson

insomnia—
a taste of the rind
from yesterday’s melon

 Christine Horner

blueberries
the spreading stain
of my lie

 pjm

summer cloud
a promise changes
its shape

 Karina M. Young
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King of the Mountain – J Hahn Doleman

The peloton passes horse corrals and cornfields, then rattlesnake grass 
and scrub oak as the grade steepens. Minutes after breaking away from 
the pack I hear a muffled patter at my rear wheel. On my heels is a 
real world model of the Road Runner’s arch nemesis—ragged fur, rangy 
legs, and pink tongue lolling over jagged teeth. Instinct reaches for my 
water bottle: the only defense at my disposal. Weapon in hand, I turn 
to face my pursuer in time to glimpse a gray tail disappear through a 
thicket by the side of the road. 

 lone scarecrow
 shuddering under
 a crown of sweat

Feeding the Survivors – Bill Gottlieb

Nearly seventy, girl-glamorous still, generous, a kindly friend and 
neighbor—when my wife died, she wept with me—has been feeding the 
creatures. The meanced creature in her failing heart steadily pleads for 
settled safety, though her house wasn’t among the thousands now ash; 
and her yard—where nervy hens and a guiding gobbler bob, and a thin 
doe and two fawns graze, and a buck slinks to a rugged grove—was 
preserved.

 hand out
 the world
 holds on
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ice-skating
through a winter garden
of frost flowers . . .
there is a certain grace
in learning how to fall

 Debbie Strange 

had I learned to dance,
to tell a joke, to laugh,
or just to listen—
the sparrows come and go
as if I’m not here

 James Chessing

tender maple leaves
the shades of green
brighten the garden
too cold for butterflies
too early for geese
 
 Carolyne Rohrig
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Garage sale
nobody buys
the butterfly net
 
 Garry Gay

stage 2
counting the spots
on the ladybug

 Beverly Acuff Momoi

Santa Ana wind . . .
I learn about the pine
from the smell of its smoke

 Robert Gilliland

the clichés I have become rose and thorn

 Jessica Malone Latham
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au naturel
the summer breeze
tickles
 
 Janis Albright Lukstein

a wild rose
in the neighbor’s unkempt yard
forgiveness
 
 Johnnie Johnson Hafernik

on the head
of the garden Buddha, 
a Painted Lady
 
 Juanito L. Escareal

end of summer
in the grocery cart
front porch light bulbs

 Mimi Ahern
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fingernail moon
on a summer evening
cool jazz

 William Scott Galasso

passport office
the clerk’s necktie
crowded with sheep
 
 Susan Antolin

hand waving
about reincarnation
white chrysanthemum

 J. Zimmerman

social media
someone else flying
off their e-handle 
 
 David J. Kelly
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Midsummer Blues

William Hart 
Victor Ortiz

 
sunlight blazes
from a lost dime      
midsummer blues    William
 
 he tries to spark
 fool’s gold with flint    Victor
 
drought by day
but at night I dream
thunderstorms      William
 
withered pads
of the nopal cactus
border crossing     Victor
 
 the pitcher leaps
 the split bat     William
 
fireworks show
a first time
parent       Victor
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things we own
only for an afternoon
driftwood lean-to

 John Thompson 

a hole
in the heartwood
fit for a key

 Kath Abela Wilson 

shell gathering
she asks if she can
hold me
 
 Karina M. Young

her hoop earrings
and his braces—
heat shimmer

 Tanya McDonald
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deep melancholy
the fisherman reels
it in

 Susan Rogers

the night
in a nutshell
full moon 

 Bill Gottlieb

tea bowl warmth
penetrates my fingers
autumn loneliness

 Eleanor Carolan

one thing
leads to another
gravesite

 Robert Epstein
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the colorless
tick of the clock
falling leaves

 Jeanne Cook 

equinox
the deck
rejecting its nails

 Tanya McDonald 

full moon
the shadow side
of a church spire
 
 Mark Hollingsworth

smoke-filled skies
where the stars were
rising embers

 Steve Tabb
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I fold the letter
back into the envelope
early morning rain 

 Chuck Brickley

autumn daisies
touched by the sun—
sometimes you can go home again

 Angela Terry
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2017 San Francisco International 
Rengay Competition

Selected by Billie Wilson

1ST PLACE
Even Starlight Crackles 
Gary Evans, Stanwood, WA

Seren Fargo, Bellingham, WA

 frozen night
 even the starlight
 crackles             Gary

  ice storm
  cedars pierce the moon          Seren

 too cold to snow
 the sound
 of popping trees            Gary

 arctic wind
 birds huddled
 on the lowest branch           Seren

  moonlit cobwebs
  outlined with hoar frost          Gary

 frigid evening
 the last of the snowberries
 preserved in ice            Seren
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2ND PLACE

Hidden Ice
Marilyn Ashbaugh, Edwardsburg, MI

Jeanne Cook, South Bend, IN

 the silent howl
 of a broken dream
 wolf moon            Marilyn

  the hidden ice
  of becalmed wind chimes          Jeanne

 incense altar
 I listen to
 plum blossoms            Marilyn

 holding hands
 the tune stuck 
 in her head            Jeanne

  snowdrops under a drift
  sound of spring           Marilyn

 unwound clock
 the flowered print
 of her worn-out dress           Jeanne
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3RD PLACE

Wisconsin
Billie Dee, Las Cruces, NM

Deborah P Kolodji, Temple City, CA

 billowing clouds
 a flock of sheep blocks the road
 to the graveyard            Billie

  mushrooms growing
  next to her name           Deborah

 Memorial Day
 her purse the smell of lilac
 and Lucky Strikes            Billie

 folded flag
 the bugle
 a bit sharp             Deborah

  hankie pinned to my blouse
  with a golden claddagh          Billie

 yesterday’s roses
 a handful of dirt
 from Wisconsin            Deborah
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1ST HONORABLE MENTION

Two Rivers  
 A honkadori rengay* by
Julie Warther, Dover, OH

Dan Schwerin, Waukesha, WI

 from the coat
 of one cat . . .           
  a hundred fleas           Julie  
 
  washing the robe
  then the priest           Dan

 I lead
 you follow
 two rivers            Julie

 both sandals
 having the summer
 that is in them                   Dan

  all that remains
  of our walks on the beach          Julie

 a new tide
 the coolness
 of coming clean            Dan

*In Japanese poetry, honkadori is an allusion to an older poem which would be generally 
recognized by its poetntial readers. These links retain echoes of Chiyo-ni, Issa, Shiki, Buson, 
Basho and Santoka.
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2ND HONORABLE MENTION

Weightless
Julie Warther, Dover, OH

Angela Terry, Lake Forest Park, WA

 Valentine snow
 the paper thin curls
 of birch bark            Julie

  weightless in the moment
  wild plum           Angela

 a tiny curve
 fits itself to the nest
 of thistle down            Julie

 moss growing
 in the morning mist
 the silence            Angela

  whisper of a snake
  slipping out of its skin          Julie

 promising
 springtime . . .
 a lover’s kiss            Angela
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3RD HONORABLE MENTION

Soak
Tanya McDonald, Woodinville, WA

Michelle Schaefer, Bothell, WA
Mimi Gorman, Indianola, WA

 rainy, rainy day
 an unopened box
 of watercolors            Tanya

  pond koi surface
  in my thoughts           Michelle

 cream swirling
 into my coffee
 the lines blur            Mimi

  a drop of wine
  tints the bubble bath          Tanya

 scented candle
 wax pools
 around the wick            Michelle

  waterfall sounds
  stream from the radio          Mimi 
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Submission Guidelines

Mariposa is the membership journal of the Haiku Poets of Northern 
California. The print publication features haiku and senryu, as well 
as tanka, haibun, short linked verse, and brief articles related to these 
poetic forms. Submissions for the twice-yearly issues are due in-hand 
March 1 and September 1. For information on becoming a member 
please see the HPNC website at: <www.hpnc.org>.

All work must be the author’s original work, not previously published 
or currently under consideration at another journal or contest. Please 
no simultaneous submissions. Work that has already appeared on web-
based journals, personal websites and blogs, as well as social web me-
dia sites is considered published.  

Send submission of haibun, rengay, or other linked verse, plus 5 to 15 
haiku/senryu/tanka in the body of a single e-mail (no attachments) 
to the editor at <mariposaeditor@gmail.com>, or by regular mail to:  
Carolyn Hall, 122 Calistoga Road #135, Santa Rosa CA 95409. Submis-
sion by e-mail is preferred. Postal submissions should include an SASE 
for notification. Selections are based on merit. Acceptances/rejections 
will be sent out shortly after the deadline.
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